
“WHATʼS IN THE BOX?” Table Runner 
Supply List 

 
For this fun quilt weʼll be making 5 blocks for a table runner that will be about 50” long. Youʼll 
probably be able to get all the fabric you need by raiding your stash--just what weʼre all looking 
to do, right? There are two sample table runners to look at: A) one with theme fabric in the 
center of the blocks and a background and border of different fabric, and B) with fabric in the 
center of the blocks that is the same as the background and borders. Decide which you like.  
 
For runner “A” using theme fabric: for each box you need a 3 1/4” x 20” strip of focus fabric 
for the inside of the boxes. You might choose food, animals, letters and numbers for baby, 
Asian fabrics, 30s, batiks or holiday theme fabrics.  Understand that these center triangles are 
quite small so your theme fabric will be cut up. A smaller print is best. You’ll also need ½ yard 
of background fabric—this is for the corner triangles that complete the block. For the border 
fabric ½ yard is plenty if you don’t mind piecing the border. (if you do not want to piece the 
border, you’ll need 1 ½ yards). The binding will be another ¼ yard.  
 
For runner “B”, bring 1 ½ yards total for the inner focus fabric, background, border and 
binding. 
 
For runner “A” or “B”:  for each box you will need a 1 1/2” x 25” strip of 1) a light, 2) a 
medium and 3) a dark fabric from the same color family to be used as the edges of the boxes.** 
Any color will do for these strips but you need to be aware of your background fabric i.e., if you 
choose black for your background, be sure you donʼt use really dark strips. Likewise, if you 
choose a light blue for your background, be sure there the strips have enough contrast from 
this light background. 
 
The strips that make the edges of the boxes can be cut before class if you want to save time 
and get right to putting the blocks together. I would suggest you bring all the fabric from which 
youʼve cut the pieces just in case you want to cut more or to share with others in the class. 
 
Additional supplies:  
> Sewing machine youʼre familiar with 
> A 60º triangle ruler that is at least 6” on a side. (Not a “Peaky and Spike” ruler—it needs to 
say 60º on  it). My favorite is the Clearview Triangle by www.aliciasattic.com because it has all 
the points intact. Other rulers on the market have the top point cut off and they will work, but the 
point is helpful for this project. 
> Rotary cutter with a nice, sharp blade  
> Ruler thatʼs at least 4” x 12” (6” x 12”, 6” x 24” etc.) 
> Cutting mat 
 
If you have questions, donʼt hesitate to email or call: steeledome@gmail.com or 530-757-1685.  
 
~~Diane Steele~~ ! !
!!!
** Some people ask if they can bring the 1 1⁄2” ‘edge of boxes’ pieces in shorter lengths. The 
answer is ʻyesʼ. The pieces must be at least 6 1⁄2” long and youʼll need to have a total of about 
35 inches if you do it this way. 
!


